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Abstract: The placement of artificial reef (AR) units on the seabed modifies the velocity field of the
water, making the nutrients circulate properly and creating the necessary habitat for the settlement
of the desired species. This paper proposes a methodology for determining the circulation in the
vicinity of one specific AR unit module previously defined in the existing literature. This has been
based on both the application of three-dimensional hydrodynamic criteria and computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) together with their validation using towing tank tests. In order to achieve the goals,
the starting points are both the initial design of the AR units and the 3D hydrodynamic circulation
model in the estuary. The latter predicts the nutrient supply to each module by taking into account
the variation of speeds with height. From the vertical profile of circulation velocities, developed for
each implantation site, a CFD tool is used to determine the circulation of nutrients in the vicinity of
the AR unit, around 5 times the AR size. Then, the results are validated by carrying out towing tank
experiments. The main contribution is to combine a circulation model of the estuary together with a
CFD model validated with towing tank tests. Although this work was applied to the Ares-Betanzos
estuary, it can be extrapolated to other zones worldwide.

Keywords: artificial reef; coastal dynamics; computational fluid dynamics; towing tank test

1. Introduction

Oceans constitute a source of energy as well as essential natural resources but they
are in decline due to aspects such as overfishing, climate change, habitat destruction,
etc. [1,2]. Therefore, it is necessary to effectively regulate the extractive activities of the
services provided by marine ecosystems [3]. In addition to these general problems, it is
also necessary to focus on the particular case of coastal zones. In fact, the management of
these areas has become a major concern for society due to the impacts that human activities
cause on the quality of the water and, more generally, on the environment. There is also a
need to optimize aquaculture [4] and artisanal fishing strategies [5].

The Galician coasts (northwest of Spain) stand out for their geographical characteristics
and for being an important source of resources and biological diversity [5,6]. Galician
estuaries are commonly named “rías” [7]. In this line, Galicia is a region heavily dependent
on the fishing and shellfish industries [5,8]. In fact, Galicia is the second world producer of
mussels [5]. It is also the main reason why Spain occupies the third place in the international
fishing market [5,9]. However, Galician rías have experienced a degradation of their marine
ecosystems, generating negative socio-economic impacts on the region. By way of example,
in the particular case of artisanal fisheries, official statistics show that in the last years, there
has been a sustained decline in the volume of catches of certain species, causing massive
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losses year after year [5]. Therefore, the implementation of an artificial reef programme to
enhance the value of the Galician rías is of utmost importance.

ARs are artificial structures on the seabed with the aim of imitating the most relevant
characteristics of natural reefs [10–13]. If they are specifically designed to enhance living
marine resources, ARs are referred to as conventional artificial reefs (CARs). They are
typically blocks of different geometries and sizes with various orifices to both improve
nutrient circulation and provide shelter. CARs are usually made of concrete, although
other alternatives exist [14]. CARs become green artificial reefs (GARs), if they incorporate
waste (mussel or oyster shells, among others) or recycled materials (fiberglass wool, rock
wool, shot, or eucalyptus fibers) as partial substitutes for conventional materials (sand,
cement, and steel) [15–17]. GARs fall within the framework of sustainable development
and the circular economy, with positive environmental and economic implications [11].
Carral et al. [18] have gone one step further by proposing a solution based on the design
of ARs with a limited functional life (design for limited functional life). They acted on the
base material, concrete, with the aim of obtaining a functional life limited to one social
generation (OG-GAR). However, GARs modify the circulation of water [19], and create a
shadow from sunlight, which changes the original light [20]. For this reason, ARs directly
change the topographic conditions of the seabed [21]. One of the intentions of installing
AR units on the seabed is to modify the velocity field of the water, making the nutrients
circulate properly, Figure 1. The flow is separated by the presence of the AR unit in such a
way that a part goes upwards to form an upwelling, which favors the vertical exchange of
water [19]. This effect increases the transport of nutrients from the bottom and it also serves
to improve their diffusion around the reef area [22,23], causing the attraction of fish. At the
same time, the other part of the separated flow will cross the reef, introducing changes in
the velocity field. This leads to the formation of vortices and the alteration in the sediment
flow that accelerates the frequency in the exchange of seawater in the entire area of the
seabed. Additionally, behind the reef, there is a small eddy zone where the flow remains
slow and steady [19].

Figure 1. Usual velocity field around an AR.

In this line, many studies have concluded that fish tend to aggregate around reefs
due to this alteration created in the velocity field [24–26], as the eddies are stable and calm
compared to the turbulent flow. For this reason, much of the research has focused on the
hydrodynamic effect of reef shape [27].

Regarding the shape of the ARs, cubic units or modules have a simple geometry which
make them cheap to manufacture. As a result, a multitude of investigations have been
carried out on them, seeking to characterize the velocity field that is created around them.
Experiments in wind tunnels as well as experiments with tubes and numerical simulations
based on computational fluid dynamics [6,15,28] have studied the influence that the speed
of incoming currents at different angles has on the flow field. Liu et al. [29] concluded
that cubic artificial reefs produce less variation in height and surface area of upwelling
regions, even if different input velocities are used. Liu and Su [30] analyzed different
module layouts using a wind tunnel experiment and CFD. Carral et al. [6] performed
numerical simulations to analyze how the opening size and entry velocity affect the flow
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field of cubic reefs. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, Ref. [6] is the only study in
which a hydrodynamic circulation model for a specific coastal area is combined with a
CFD model. The high-resolution hydrodynamic model provides the site-specific flow
patterns. The information provided by the hydrodynamic circulation model was used to
feed a CFD model with the aim of analyzing the food supply to the artificial reefs. Fu
et al. [31] studied the influence that the opening and shape of a reef have on the flow. Wang
et al. [19] examined the influences of the cut-opening ratio, the cut-opening number, and the
cut-opening shape on the flow field of cubic artificial reefs. The authors adopted a statistical
approach combined with a CFD numerical analysis. They also carried out experiments in a
circulating tank as a way of validating the numerical results. As most of the existing AR
designs present opening holes, Nie et al. [32] analyzed how these holes modify the flow
field for a cubic design through CFD methods. In particular, they studied the influence
of four opening factors: cut-opening ratio, cut-opening interval, cut-opening shape, and
cut-opening pattern. Two indices relating the upwelling volume with the contour volume
and with the total volume of material were also used for such a purpose. A simple way to
estimate the drag coefficients was proposed by [33]. The authors considered the 24 most
common artificial reefs in Korea in terms of size and shape. They found that the most
relevant parameter in terms of drag coefficients is the angle of incidence. Kim et al. [34]
investigated the wake lengths of the same 24 types of artificial reefs. According to their
results, box-type and dome-type artificial reefs have a relatively larger wake than the other
types. Recently, the trapezoidal artificial reef has also attracted considerable attention due
to its advantage of a large wake region.

On the other hand, there are also studies addressing the relation between the com-
plexity of the AR design and aspects such as abundance and species richness or the flow
performance, among others. By way of example, Sherman et al. [35] studied complexity and
void space in reef design through a two-year monitoring process. According to their results,
as structural complexity increases (smaller void space), so does the number of species and
their diversity. More recently, Wang et al. [36] also analyzed the complexity of artificial
reef models. In this case, the authors applied the regular fractal theory to symmetrical
reef design. They also proposed a new index to quantify the complexity of each design, as
increasing the complexity is associated with positive impacts on the environment. CFD
numerical methods were also employed to show the relationship between the complexity of
four fractal designs and their flow field. Finally, the numerical results for a cube reef design
were validated through particle image velocimetry (PIV) experiments. Wang et al. [36]
concluded that fractal designs are better than conventional ARs in terms of complexity and
flow performance.

The application of hydrodynamics to ARs makes it possible to study (and also to
favor) the circulation of nutrients, creating an adequate habitat for the settlement of certain
species. According to this, the objectives of the present work are the following ones:

• Determining the characteristics of the current velocity against the depth through a 3D
hydrodynamic model.

• Determining the hydrodynamics around the AR through a CFD model. Two different
configurations of the AR are analyzed in order to see which favors the most circulation
for the specific area based on the value of the velocity inside the AR module.

• Validating the CFD results through towing tank tests.

To address the aforementioned objectives, the proposed methodology is applied to
a case study, the Ría de Ares-Betanzos, an estuarine area located in NW Spain which has
shown to be of great interest for AR operation (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Overview of the Ría de Ares-Betanzos and its bathymetric configuration (color code),
indicating the locations (L1, L2 and L3) selected as representative of the three large areas identified as
of interest for AR operation (polygons), along with the main river inflows.

The Ría de Ares-Betanzos is located between the Ría de A Coruña (to the W) and Ría
de Ferrol (to the NE), covering a total area of about 72 km2, and with a length of 19 km,
which is divided in its upper part in two branches: (i) Ares, i.e., the estuary of river Eume,
and (ii) Betanzos, i.e., the estuary of river Mandeo, which are the two main tributaries to
this Ría. In particular, to address the proposed objectives, three large areas characterized at
specific representative locations (L1, L2, and L3) which have been previously established as
of interest for AR operation [37] (Figure 2) are analyzed.

2. Materials and Methods

The methodology of the present work is illustrated in Figure 3. A hydrodynamic
circulation model (HCM) (Section 3.1) was developed to characterize the circulation of
the Ares-Betanzos estuary. This model establishes the current velocity against the depth
in different locations. The design of cubic AR units was developed elsewhere [6,38]. The
reader should bear in mind that the terms AR, AR unit, and AR module refer to the same
design presented in Refs. [6,38] (Figure 4). Consequently, they are used interchangeably
throughout the text. This design has two possible orientations and both were analyzed
through a CFD model using the current velocity profile provided by the HCM model. The
CFD model constitutes a single-phase hydrodynamic model for food delivery prediction
(HMFDP) since the velocity field is characterized. Those regions with low velocities are not
appropriate because the nutrient circulation is poor. The results of the CFD model were
validated through towing tank tests.
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Figure 3. Flowchart with the methodology employed.

Figure 4. Design of the proposed AR. (a) 3D; (b) AA section; (c) BB section.

2.1. Hydrodynamic Circulation Model (HCM)

Estuaries present site-specific circulation characteristics, primarily resulting from
the action of the tide and river discharges, which largely affect the operation of ARs.
Moreover, during specific events, winds may play an important role driving upwelling
and downwelling episodes. These characteristics should be accurately considered when
designing ARs to be adapted to the hydrodynamics of the coastal area where they are
intended to be deployed.

Overall, the tide is the major force driving the circulation in the Ría de Ares-Betanzos,
as in the case of the rest of the Galician rías [39,40]. However, river inputs to this estuary
present a larger relative importance at the time of driving its hydrodynamics compared
to the Rías Baixas [41], which usually lead to a positive circulation independently of the
prevailing winds. The action of winds and, in particular, the action of winds of significant
speed (e.g., 10 ms−1) is relevant during upwelling and downwelling episodes [42], but not
for analyzing average conditions.

On this basis, in the present study, the 3D hydrodynamic characteristics in the Ría
de Ares-Betanzos under average conditions are computed, for which a representative
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complete spring-neap tidal cycle under average annual river inflows and average annual
oceanic thermohaline water characteristics is analyzed. The results obtained are used
to characterize three large areas, Figure 2, previously established as of interest for AR
operation [37], where their 2D characteristics were assessed at specific locations of interest:
L1, L2, and L3, with mean water depths of 21.4 m, 16.3 m, and 10.1 m, respectively [16].
The results obtained are subsequently used for AR optimization in the next sections.

To this end, in the present work, the DELFT3D FLOW [43] is applied to this coastal area.
It consists in a state-of-the-art hydrodynamic model, which approximates the Navier Stokes
equations under the Shallow Water and Boussinesq assumptions, which are coupled to the
transport equation, allowing the computation of barotropic and baroclinic flows, resulting
from river discharges and their interaction with oceanic waters. In the vertical dimension,
a σ-layer grid composed of 12 layers is defined with the following resolution (%) (from
upper to bottom layers): 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 15, 15, 15, 10, 5, 3, 2. This discretization provided a
good representation of the vertical structure circulation in other Galician estuaries [42], and
in addition, in the present application leads to an accurate computation of the bottom flows
to which AR units would be subject. With respect to the spatial discretization, 100 m of
grid spacing within the Ría is considered, along with a high-resolution bathymetry dataset,
which are interpolated to the numerical grid. This grid size is chosen given that similar
values were used previously in other Galician rías with similar hydro-morphodynamic
characteristics, providing accurate results.

The temporal discretization resorts to an alternating-direction implicit (ADI) scheme.
This scheme divides the time steps in two levels, at which all equation terms are evaluated.
Regarding the horizontal discretization, an Arakawa C-grid is implemented, which consists
in a staggered grid with water levels being computed at the centers of the grid cells,
and velocities at the midpoints of grid faces. Finally, the horizontal advection terms are
computed through the Cyclic method [43].

2.2. Hydrodynamic Model for Food Delivery Prediction (HMFDP)

The AR modules are cubic shapes 1.5 m edge due to logistic restrictions [7,44]. This
size allows an easy transportation by common trucks. The design is shown in Figure 4.
As can be seen in this figure, an interior vertical hole of 0.6 m diameter is communicated
with two horizontal holes of 0.25 and 0.45 m diameter. The objective of the vertical hole
is to receive light, while the horizontal holes aim to mainly receive nutrients. Besides,
nest cavities with diameters of 0.15 and 0.2 m are placed in order to allocate organisms.
These dimensions were established according to the biological analysis developed in [44].
Figure 4 shows the 3D view as well as the AA and BB sections. Regarding the orientation
against the current velocity, two options are analyzed in the present work.

- Orientation A: 0.25 m diameter hole parallel to the current velocity.
- Orientation B: 0.45 m diameter hole parallel to the current velocity.

The proposed design has been analyzed through CFD. The software OpenFOAM was
employed for such a purpose. The Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) conservation
equations of mass and momentum have been solved. As the turbulence model, the standard
k-ε has been employed. The SIMPLE algorithm was chosen for pressure–velocity coupling,
and a second order upwind scheme was employed to discretize the governing equations.
The computational meshes are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that only half of the AR
was analyzed by virtue of symmetry. A mesh sensibility analysis developed elsewhere [44],
indicating that these meshes are appropriate. The current velocity was established as an
inlet boundary condition. An outlet boundary condition was imposed at the opposite side.
The reef and seafloor were modeled as no slip surfaces.
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Figure 5. Computational mesh; (a) orientation A; (b) orientation B.

2.3. Towing Tank Tests

As mentioned above, experimental tests were carried out in order to validate the
proposed HMFDP model. The tests were performed at the towing tank of Universidade
da Coruña. In this facility, as there is no current generator, the model was towed by the
carriage at the corresponding velocities along the entire tank, as illustrated in Figure 6. The
experiments were repeated for each orientation (A and B), and the velocities that have been
analyzed in the HMFDP model (shown in Table 1).

Table 1. Values of the representative site-specific velocity parameters for AR model optimization.

Location Vm (ms−1) Vm50% (ms−1)

L1 0.071 0.101
L2 0.051 0.078
L3 0.037 0.055

The 1:2 scale model of the AR was made in high-density polyurethane foam and
reinforced with fibreglass, as can be seen in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Experimental tests at the towing tank of Universidade da Coruña.

Figure 7. (a) AR scale model; (b) location of the sensors for orientation A; (c) location of the sensors
for orientation B.

The current velocity inside the vertical hole of the AR was measured using a Nortek’s
Vectrino velocimeter during the test, i.e., during the towing from the beginning until the
end of the tank. The output is a time series containing the values of the velocity. Then,
the average of each time series was calculated to obtain the mean value of the speed for
each experiment.

In order to validate the profile of the speed against depth obtained with the hydrody-
namic model, the measurements were taken at two different heights: S1 (corresponding to
0.25 m from the base of the AR) and S2 (corresponding to 0.50 m from the base of the AR),
as shown in Figure 7.

3. Results

This section describes the results of the hydrodynamic circulation model as well as the
hydrodynamic model for food delivery prediction, and the towing tank tests.

3.1. Hydrodynamic Circulation Model results

The model is validated against ADCP data deployed in the Ría at 43◦24.30′ N, 8◦16.49′W
from 15 October 2007 to 19 November 2007. Figure 8 shows the velocity magnitude measured
by the ADCP (dots) and obtained from the model (line) at a representative location of the
water column (intermediate depth). It can be observed that the model accurately reproduces
the observations, with exception of specific velocity peaks. The statistical parameters obtained
are: R = 0.86, RMSE = 0.029 ms−1.
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Figure 8. Comparison between the magnitude of the flow velocity registered by the ADCP (dots) and
computed by the numerical model (continuous line).

The results at each location of interest for the complete average spring-neap tidal
cycle are provided in terms of site-specific velocity parameters [6] at each vertical layer
(mid-water depth): (i) the mean magnitude of the currents during the tidal cycle, Vm, (ii)
the mean magnitude of the current velocity during the tidal cycle with current velocities
greater than V50% (velocity magnitude exceeded during half of the time), Vm50%, and (iii)
the peak magnitude of the velocity throughout the tidal cycle, Vp, Figure 9.

Figure 9. Vertical distribution of the velocity parameters (Vm, Vm50%, and Vp) at the selected repre-
sentative locations (L1, L2, and L3).

The vertical profiles of the different parameters of interest show that the 3D hydrody-
namic behavior significantly differs amongst locations. In the upper layers, the location
with the figures of the velocity parameters is L2, closely followed by L3, and finally L1 with
significant lower figures. L2 presents larger values than L3 throughout the water column,
with significant differences at intermediate layers; however, L1 provides the largest figures
at the bottom layers—slightly greater than at L2—, resulting from their more homogeneous
vertical behavior. This vertical structure can be described as follows. At L1, the vertical
distribution of the current velocities is virtually constant for the different velocity parame-
ters, with somewhat lower velocities close to the surface and bottom. Instead, at L2 and L3,
larger current magnitudes in upper layers are observed, reducing their magnitude with
depth, progressively in the case of L2, and sharply in the case of L3 in the upper 3–4 m,
below which they remain stable down to close the bottom layers.
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Considering the dimensions of the AR proposed, and the size of the different numerical
layers, the best representation of the current magnitude for AR design is obtained by
computing the average current velocity at the three lower bottom layers (10, 11, and 12)
weighted according to their size (% of the water column). Finally, the velocity parameters
providing more valuable information for the design of the AR are the average parameters,
both Vm and Vm50%, and not the peak velocities, Vp, attained at specific moments, which
in turn are of high interest for the design of the AR in terms of stability (to determine the
total weight and its distribution to avoid overturning or slide of the AR group). On these
bases, the velocity parameters considered for AR modeling optimization (weighted average
values at layers 10, 11, and 12) are presented in Table 1.

3.2. Hydrodynamic Model for Food Delivery Prediction Results

Due to the limitations of the facility and to minimize scale effects, the scale of the
AR model used in the experiments is 1:2, i.e., half the original size. Thus, for the sake of
simplicity, the results will be presented in model scale instead of real scale. In order to
maintain the Reynolds number, the current velocities analyzed are twice as those shown
in Table 1. According to this, the scaled current velocities and the corresponding current
velocities are shown in Table 2. It is worth noting that the value 0.051 shown in Table 1 was
not modeled because it is too similar to 0.055.

Table 2. Scaled current velocities and corresponding real current velocities.

Scaled Current Velocity (ms−1) Corresponding Real Current Velocity (ms−1)

0.074 0.037

0.110 0.055

0.142 0.071

0.156 0.078

0.202 0.101

The velocity field in the middle of the AR module is shown in Figures 10 and 11 for
orientations A and B, respectively. The middle line is illustrated in red color in these figures.
Both 0.074 and 0.110 ms−1 current velocities are illustrated in these figures. The other
current velocities analyzed provided similar graphs to those shown in these figures and
thus are not shown again.

Figure 10. Velocity field in the middle of the AR. Orientation A. (a) 0.074 ms−1 current velocity;
(b) 0.110 ms−1 current velocity.
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Figure 11. Velocity field in the middle of the AR. Orientation B. (a) 0.074 ms−1 current velocity;
(b) 0.110 ms−1 current velocity.

Table 3 shows the results of the CFD analysis corresponding to each location and
orientation of the AR module. As it was mentioned, the velocities were measured at two
different heights.

Table 3. Numerical results.

Orientation A Orientation B

0.25 m
Height (S1)

0.50 m
Height (S2)

0.25 m
Height (S1)

0.50 m
Height (S2)

L1
Vm = 0.142 ms−1 0.023 0.086 0.033 0.039

Vm50% = 0.202 ms−1 0.033 0.125 0.049 0.045

L2
Vm = 0.110 ms−1 0.017 0.063 0.023 0.024

Vm50% = 0.156 ms−1 0.025 0.096 0.037 0.038

L3
Vm = 0.074 ms−1 0.011 0.041 0.015 0.025

Vm50% = 0.110 ms−1 0.017 0.063 0.023 0.024

3.3. Towing Tank Tests

Table 4 presents the results of the experiments corresponding to each location and
orientation of the AR module.

Table 4. Experimental results.

Orientation A Orientation B

0.25 m
Height (S1)

0.50 m
Height (S2)

0.25 m
Height (S1)

0.50 m
Height (S2)

L1
Vm = 0.142 ms−1 0.028 0.083 0.032 0.104

Vm50% = 0.202 ms−1 0.032 0.103 0.048 0.052

L2
Vm = 0.110 ms−1 0.026 0.062 0.022 0.028

Vm50% = 0.156 ms−1 0.025 0.095 0.043 0.040

L3
Vm = 0.074 ms−1 0.012 0.049 0.020 0.025

Vm50% = 0.110 ms−1 0.026 0.062 0.022 0.028

3.4. Discussion

Figure 12 plots the velocities estimated by CFD against the velocities measured during
the experiments in the towing tank. The results for orientation A are represented by black
dots and for orientation B by black squares.
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Figure 12. Comparison between experimental and numerical results.

As it can be observed, the correspondence between experimental and numerical results
is quite satisfactory. The difference remains under 20%. It seems that for orientation A, the
difference in the results is smaller, however, no general trend can be highlighted. These
results, for tests that have been carried out on such a big scale (almost real scale) and for
values of the current that low, can be considered acceptable.

If velocities are analyzed considering the orientation of the AR module, some facts can
be pointed out. For orientation A, the velocities inside the unit are larger than the velocities
for orientation B at the same heights. What is more, in orientation A, there is an increment
in velocities from point S1 to S2. On the contrary, in orientation B, the velocities remain
approximately constant with height. Thus, it seems that the 0.25 m diameter hole parallel
to the current velocity (orientation A) favors a higher circulation of water inside and, in
consequence, the transport of nutrients.

Regarding the three different locations (L1, L2, and L3), it can be seen that there is
a correlation between the current speed and the velocities inside the artificial reef. The
largest values inside are obtained with the largest current speeds. Therefore, L1 is the
location that will provide the higher circulation for the configuration of the proposed AR
unit, followed by L2 and L3. In the three locations, the proposal is to position the artificial
reef with orientation A perpendicular to the incident current in order to maximize the
hydrodynamic characteristics of the design.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the application of hydrodynamics to predict the water circulation inside
an artificial reef has been presented. First, a hydrodynamic model was used to determine
the characteristics of the current velocity in the studied area (Ares-Betanzos estuary). Three
points of interest in the area were selected. Once these velocities were known, another
hydrodynamic model was applied to obtain the water velocity profile inside the AR in order
to predict food delivery, i.e., the nutrient circulation around and inside an AR. The studied
AR module presents two possible orientations to the incident current. Both orientations
were analyzed to evaluate their performance. Finally, the HMFDP was validated with
experimental tests.

From the obtained results, it can be concluded that there is a satisfactory concordance
and thus the hydrodynamic model can be used to predict food delivery. Furthermore,
orientation A (0.25 m diameter hole parallel to the current velocity) of the AR unit results
in the best hydrodynamic configuration of the design to improve the circulation of water
and nutrients.

It is also necessary to highlight some of the main contributions of this work to the field.
On the one hand, an important novelty consists of coupling a hydrodynamic circulation
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model for a specific coastal area with a CFD model. Although this work was applied to the
Ares-Betanzos estuary, it can be extrapolated to other zones worldwide.

On the other hand, the experimental part of these studies is usually conducted in wind
tunnels. However, the authors decided to perform them in a towing tank for the first time
in order to analyze the suitability of this type of facility for future work. It was concluded
that it is a feasible alternative, although some difficulties exist. The main ones are (1) the
compromise between the scale of the model in relation to the values to be measured; and
(2) the added challenges of working underwater.
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Nomenclature

ADCP Acoustic doppler current profiler
ADI Alternating-direction implicit
AR Artificial reef
CAR Conventional artificial reef
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
GAR Green artificial reef
HCM Hydrodynamic circulation model
HMFDP Hydrodynamic model for food delivery prediction
NE North East
OG-GAR One generation–green artificial reef
PIV Particle image velocity
W West
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